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Summary: Eighty-four percent of customers agreed to take part in a video
banking session when they were invited. What more should community bankers
know about video banking?
After pondering how spiders can fly without wings, biologists did some testing by creating an electric field at
strengths found in the atmosphere. They found spiders responded by spraying out silk in a fan-like shape and
then got airborne. It is believed riding atmospheric currents is how spiders travel worldwide when there is no
wind.
Electrically charged flying spiders is truly amazing, but to bankers, it may pale in comparison to video banking.
Over the past few years, banks have slowly been warming up to the idea of adding video banking to their array
of services. The data shows there may be a compelling business case, especially in rural areas, where staff
may be thinner and branches are fewer and farther in between.
Banks that are still mulling over this concept may be interested in recent research that indicates many
consumers are amenable to interacting with their financial institution in this manner.
Consider that 54% of polled US consumers who have never had a chance to use video banking are open to
using it, either online or in-branch, according to research from Vidyo. What's more, the majority of those who
have tried video banking say they would use it again.
This survey and others are encouraging news for community banks that may be toying with the idea of video
banking. Among financial services professionals polled, 82% said they already offer or plan to offer video
banking, while 35% say they have fully deployed or are piloting a video banking service, and 20% have a fully
operational service.
If you are still thinking that offering video banking may take away from the human touch and that customers
may be opposed to the idea, consider still further research from this study. It found that in the US, 84% of
customers agreed to take part in a video banking session, when they were invited, while 82% agreed to take
part in an in-branch video banking session when asked.
These are really high acceptance rates and suggest that only a handful of customers may be truly adverse to
the idea of using and engaging with your staff, using video banking.
Interestingly, the main reasons people gave for not joining a video banking session were unrelated to the
technology itself. Some thought it would not have helped with their specific transaction, while others did not
want to spend time trying something new. Clearly, providing customer education around video banking services
would help.
Yet another interesting thing has to do with the age of these customers. It surfaced that acceptance rates
among people ages 16 to 44 were very similar to those of customers ages 45 to 64. People seem to be ok with
it.
Certainly, the video banking movement is still in its infancy, and many customers haven't yet had the chance to
try it out. That said, while there are technical and training issues to consider, early adopter financial institutions
already using video banking say it provides a positive impact to ROI. Maybe it is time for your bank to take a
flyer and give this a deeper look, as you seek to capture and retain customers well into the future.
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BANK NEWS
Treasury Yields
In an interesting but positive oddity, the recent tax change is pushing US companies to buy longer dated
Treasuries and drop them into their pension funds to take advantage of temporary tax savings. Such buying
activity is at the highest level in 15Ys.

Amazon Amex
American Express and Amazon announced a multiyear agreement to launch a co-branded card for small
businesses. The card also offers an enhanced data solution.

Bank Competition
Mobile payment service Venmo (owned by PayPal) has launched a debit card in partnership with Mastercard.
The card will allow customers to use ATM machines and withdraw cash daily for up to $400.

Cyber Crime
Bank of America reports it will spend about $680mm this year to support its 2,200 dedicated employees fighting
cyber threats at the bank.

Bank App Fees
S&P Global Market Intelligence research finds almost 20% of bank app customers say they would pay a $3
monthly fee for mobile banking, while 41% say they would pay a $1 monthly fee.

DEPOSIT OPPORTUNITY YIELDING OVER 2%
In an effort to expand our relationships, PCBB is pleased to offer community banks a money market deposit
account rate of 2.05%, subject to availability. Contact operations@pcbb.com.
Copyright 2018 PCBB. Information contained herein is based on sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Customers should rely on their own outside counsel or accounting firm to address specific circumstances. This document cannot be reproduced
or redistributed outside of your institution without the written consent of PCBB.
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